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内容简介

Landscape design history greatly influenced today′s design process and design solutions.
Illustrated History of Landscape Design provides an overview of landscape design, including the
iconic spaces throughout the centuries, starting from landscapes in prehistory to current trends in
landscape design. Featuring hundreds of masterful, hand–drawn images, this highly visual guide
illustrates how the landscape has been shaped over time in relation to human need. In a concise
manner, this book helps students and practitioners gain a critical perspective on how to apply
historical context to contemporary design challenges.

作者简介

Elizabeth Boults is a landscape architect and educator. She maintains an art–based practice in
Berkeley, California, and teaches in the landscape architecture programs at University of California,
Berkeley Extension, and University of California, Davis. Her subject areas include drawing, design,
and history.

Chip Sullivan is a Professor of Landscape Architecture at the University of California, Berkeley.
Author of several books, he is the recipient of the Rome Prize, among many other national and
international awards. He currently writes an ongoing series of illustrated articles for Landscape
Architecture magazine.
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媒体评论

"The authors have a created a visual treat sure to inspire and captivate any student of landscape
design. Beautiful, abundant, precise drawings in concert with a more limited yet engaging text make
this book unique. In a visual disclipine such as landscape design, such a novel approach is long
overdue. This impressive work could serve as an outstanding textbook for landscape design
students or as a useful reference for libraries. This significant, delightful, one–of–a kind work is
sure to become a classic." (Choice, July 2010)

"⋯an accessible and reliable source for students and the interest general reader." (BBC Gardens
Illustrated, May 2010)
‘⋯an accessible and reliable source for students and the interest general reader.’ (BBC Gardens
Illustrated, May 2010).
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